Abstract-Recently, exploiting the temporal correlation of slowly varied multiple input multiple output (MIMO) channels to further improve the system performance or the feedback efficient in MIMO wireless communication systems with limited feedback has been investigated in many papers. Among them, T. Kim et al. proposed a rotation matrix based differential feedback scheme which is shown to have good performance with regard to the system throughput for spatial multiplexing MIMO systems. Although the rotation matrix codebook and the precoding codebook in their scheme are optimally constructed, they are not fit for a practical system due to the structure constraints. In this paper, we propose to replace the optimal codebook in the rotation matrix based differential feedback scheme with discrete Fourier transform (DFT) structured codebook, and propose a search-based method to decrease the performance degradation induced by the un-optimality of the DFT codebook. In addition, the modified algorithm is also applied to a per-cell codebook based coordinated multi-point (CoMP) transmission system to verify its applicability to different MIMO scenarios. Simulation results show the effectiveness of our modified scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) technology with channel state information at transmitter (CSIT) is known to greatly increase the data transmission rate or the system reliability in wireless communication systems. In a frequency division duplexing (FDD) system, the CSI only can be obtained by the transmitter with limited feedback. The receiver quantizes the CSI into a codeword of a finite set called codebook that is both known to the transmitter and the receiver, then the index of the codeword is fed back from the receiver via a low rate reverse link [1] . Optimization of the codebook and the feedback scheme to maximize the system performance are important research topics in limited feedback technology. Design of optimal codebook based on the channel spatial condition [2] - [5] can obtain optimal Manuscript received March 27, 2014; revised June 27, 2014. Corresponding author email: yin_zhu74@163.com. system performance. Recently, many research papers began to focus on exploiting the channel temporal correlation [6] - [14] to further reduce the feedback overhead and improve the system performance.
By leveraging temporal correlation of the channel, [6] used Givens rotations to parameterize spatial channel information and then reduces feedback complexity using Delta Modulation. This method directly compresses the elements of the channel matrix but shows lower efficiency than the method of feeding back the quantized precoding matrix that was adopted in, e.g., [7] - [16] . [7] and [8] modeled the quantized CSI as a first-order finitestate Markov chain and [8] proposed a feedback compression algorithm by truncating the transition probabilities; [9] used a geodesic prediction algorithm to reduce the feedback overhead; [10] - [13] modeled the channel as a first-order Gauss-Markov process. Among them, [12] proposed a rotation based differential limited feedback scheme by constructing a differential precoding codebook to adapt to the channel temporal correlation. This scheme was further systemized in [13] by taking the temporal correlation and error propagation effect into account. Simulation shows a noticeable improvement of the system performance over the traditional feedback methods that adopt fixed precoding codebook and it is also superior to the geodesic tracking algorithm in [11] . However, the differential codebook constructed in [13] is not optimal for a spatially uncorrelated MIMO channel as its codewords are not uniformly distributed. Moreover, though the precoding codebook and the rotation matrix codebook adopted in [13] are optimally constructed, they are not fit for a practical system as their structures are not convenient for efficient computation and storage.
Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) structured codebook is a kind of codebook that is often adopted in many wireless communication standards. Though in many cases this kind of codebook is not optimal for a spatially uncorrelated channel, it has important advantages with regard to its structure. In this paper, we first analyze the system performance of the differential limited feedback scheme proposed in [13] by replacing the optimal codebook with DFT codebook and show there is obvious performance degradation due to the un-optimality of the DFT codebook. To decrease the performance degradation, we then propose a search based method to generate a better differential codebook by exploiting the structure property of the DFT codebook. Simulation results show that our method is effective and it can trade off between the search complexity and the improvement of the system performance.
In the latest version of 3GPP LTE standards, high spectral efficiency is required and the coordinated multipoint transmission and reception (CoMP) technology is considered as a potential solution. In these systems, multiple transmission points or cells are coordinated to transmit data to a single user or multiple users. Coordinated multi-point transmission can effectively increase the system spectral efficiency by avoiding the inter-cell interference or even converting the interference into useful signals [17] . To get the benefits of the coordinated system, high quality CSIT is needed. Besides this, the feedback overhead of the system is multiplied due to the multiplied transmission antennas. Thus feedback overhead reduction and improvement of CSI quantization precision become more urgent in coordinated systems.
To reduce the feedback overhead, [18] proposes a subspace-based channel quantization method and a feedback overhead reduction scheme that exploiting the temporal correlation of the channel. But its quantization codebook is constructed by treating the coordinated system as a "virtual MIMO system", i.e., the transmitters of different BSs are considered to belong to a "central unit", and the composite channel is assumed to be i.i.d. as in the traditional single cell system. Although this assumption is simple and easy for system analysis, it doesn't fit for the real environment. [19] lists two properties of the coordinated system: dynamic number of cooperating BSs and heterogeneous path loss effects in the composite channel. It also proposes a per-cell codebook based limited feedback method which is flexible to construct and shows asymptotic optimality to joint-cell codebook design approach. Based on this idea, [20] and [21] proposed a per-cell codebook based feedback method with phase ambiguity compensation for CoMP system in which single data stream is transmitted. Compared with [19] ,their method has low complexity and better quantization performance by feeding back additional phase ambiguity quantization overhead. In this paper, we apply our modified differential feedback scheme to the above system and compare its performance with that of the method in [20] and [21] . As shown in simulation results, it needs lower feedback overhead and has better performance when the user speed is not very high.
The rest of the paper is organized as following: Section II introduces the single cell single user MIMO system model and the differential limited feedback scheme, then points out the performance degradation induced by using the DFT structured codebook. Section III proposes a search based differential feedback scheme and two reduced searching methods by exploiting the structure of the DFT codebook to improve the system performance. In Section IV is the application of the modified feedback scheme to a multi-cell joint transmission MIMO system. Finally, Section V concludes the work of this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model
Consider a single cell MIMO spatial multiplexing system that transmits multiple data streams. Let the number of the transmit and the receive antenna be n T and n R respectively, and the number of the independent data stream be M, M ≤ min{n T , n R }. At the channel instance τ, the received signal is: 
where
and F τ,i is the codeword of the precoding codebook F τ . With this selection criterion, it is proved [3] that F τ is optimal if the minimum Fubini-Study distance of its codewords is maximized, i.e.:
Finding the optimal codebook can be seen as a Grassmannian subspace packing problem.
B. Problem Formulation
Since our modified scheme is highly dependent on the rotation matrix based differential feedback framework proposed in [13] , we need to explain it in detail first. By exploiting the temporal correlation of the channel, at each channel feedback instance τ, a differential codebook F τ is developed which centers around the previously selected precoder F τ-1 . Specifically, the codewords of F τ are generated via perturbing F τ-1 by a rotation matrix codebook with a certain radius. The radius is determined by taking the quantization error propagation and channel variation into account. Thus the feedback scheme has a better capability to track the variation of the channel than other differential feedback methods. The ith codeword of F τ is constructed as following:
where proj(•) represents the projection operator that ensures F τ,i is still orthonormal after the above operation. This can be done by Procrustes orthonormalization or Gram-Schmidt column orthonormalization. r  is the differential radius and Θ i is the ith codeword of a rotation matrix codebook Q, which is constructed according to the criterion
in order to optimize the system performance, where
and d is a distance measure defined by:
To activate the differential process, a traditional Grassmannian codebook is adopted as the initial precoding codebook. Then at each differential step (channel instance τ), a differential codebook F τ is constructed online in which the receiver selects the proper codeword as the estimation of the precoding matrix according to the criterion (1) .
In this differential feedback scheme, the initial codebook and the rotation matrix codebook are optimally constructed to maximize the system performance, but these codebooks are hard to be employed in practical systems because their structures are not convenient for computation and storage. In addition, it can be seen that after perturbation to F τ-1 , the codewords of F τ are not isotropically distributed on the Grassmann manifold anymore [14] . That is to say, the differential codebook constructed according to (3) is actually not optimal for a spatially uncorrelated MIMO channel. This property also inspired us to develop the search based method in our modified feedback scheme.
In many wireless communication standards, a kind of commonly used codebook is DFT structured codebook. DFT codebook has the advantages of [23] : (i) its codeword has equal amplitude so that to avoid high peak to average power ratio (PAPR) at the transmitter; (ii) its codeword entry has finite alphabet which reduces system complexity especially when the number of the antenna elements is large. A DFT precoding matrix codebook T DFT with codewords
can be constructed as following [22] :
First, we construct a n T ×n T DFT matrix 
, , ,
T n u u u should be selected to maximize the minimum distance of the codewords of the codebook to maximize the system performance. In our feedback scheme, we will replace the initial precoding codebook and the rotation matrix codebook in [13] with this DFT structured codebook. However, in most cases DFT codebook is not optimal apart from some particular combinations of n T and L (e.g., as pointed out in [24] when the precoder is a vector (M = 1)). In general, a near optimal DFT codebook can be obtained by choosing the row indices set 12 , , , T n u u u via brute force searching.
Therefore, the system performance is degraded if we adopt DFT structured codebook as the initial precoding codebook and the rotation matrix codebook in the differential limited feedback scheme. To alleviate this degradation, we propose a search based method by exploiting the structure property of the DFT codebook.
III. SEARCH BASED DIFFERENTIAL LIMITED FEEDBACK SCHEME As analyzed above, DFT structured codebook degrades the system performance in the differential limited feedback scheme. On the one hand, the initial DFT precoding codebook can incur some degradation of the system performance due to its un-optimality; On the other hand, at each differential feedback step, the system performance is further degraded as the differential codebook developed with DFT structured rotation matrix codebook also has poor performance. Fortunately, as mentioned previously, we can choose best results of the two codebooks, i.e., the initial precoding codebook and the differential codebook, according to (2) this can be done offline before transmission; on the other hand, at each differential step we aim to construct a best differential codebook F τ by perturbing the previously selected precoder F τ-1 with a DFT structured rotation matrix codebook Q τ,DFT . In this step we do not need to generate a best rotation matrix codebook Q as in [13] , but to choose the row indices
when constructing Q τ,DFT to obtain a best differential codebook F τ . This process must be finished during each differential step. Our focus becomes to find an efficient searching method to obtain a proper set of the row indices 12 , , , T n u u u of the diagonal matrix W τ so as to construct a best differential codebook F τ .
A. Random Search Method
A simple searching method is brute force searching. This can surely find a best combination of 12 , , , C . We can decrease the search number to trade off between the searching complexity and the performance improvement. A random search can be adopted according to the decreased search number. But to generate the same differential codebooks at the transmitter and the receiver, the transmitter needs to know the search range which must be fed back from the receiver at each differential step. It increases the feedback overhead and is also inconvenient to implement. So in the next subsection we propose a reduced search method by generalizing the method that was proposed in [23] .
B. Mimicing Difference Set Method
It was shown [24] that an optimal DFT beamforming codebook exists only with some particular combinations of (L, n T ). In these cases, the row indices 12 , , , T n u u u of the optimal DFT codebook forms a difference set. A (L, n T , λ) difference set is a subset { 12 , , , [24] . In most cases, brute force searching must be implemented to find a near optimal DFT beamforming codebook. In [23] , it was found that by mimicing the row indices as a difference set, the searching complexity can be greatly reduced. Specifically, for a given combination of (L, n T ), a difference set of (L′, n T ): [23] showed good results even in one dimensional search when n T is not very large and the precision can be improved by properly increasing the search dimension. It is not very clear why this reduced searching method can obtain good results. However, we find it can be generalized to the case when the element of the DFT codebook is a matrix. Thus by using this method, we can find a good differential precoding codebook with low searching complexity. Comparing to the random search with decreased search number mentioned before, the mimicing difference set method does not need to feedback any extra parameters. The transmitter and the receiver only need to set the same search rule in advance such as the difference set and the search dimension, the identical search results can be obtained.
In our modified scheme, we can pick a set of the row indices 12 , , , T n u u u of W τ of the DFT rotation matrix Q satisfying (4) as the mimicing difference set before transmission. At each differential step, by varying part of the row indices according to the same dimension, the same differential codebook F τ with maximum δ(F τ ) (the minimum Fubini-Study distance of the codebook) can be found both at the transmitter and the receiver with reduced searching complexity.
C. Complexity Analysis
In our search based DFT differential feedback scheme, brute forcing searching is optimal to find a best differential codebook F τ . But the searching complexity is very high. For a system with n T transmit antennas and let the size of the codebook be L, the search space of the row indices 12 , , , C . Besides this, during each differential step, the complexity of computing the minimum distance of the differential codebook F τ is L(L-1)/2. Thus the total complexity can be as high as
. If we adopt reduced search method, the complexity can be greatly decreased. For example, in the mimicing difference set method we can reduce the search dimension to one, i.e., we only let the last row index T n u vary within its range. Then the search complexity can be decreased from Fig. 1 and Fig.2 show the achievable user throughputs comparing our method with that proposed in [13] and with the traditional feedback method. We assume a spatial multiplexing MIMO system with n T = n R = 4 antennas at both the transmit and the receive ends. The number of the transmission data stream M = 2, and the codebook size L = 16. For clearly comparison, we take the same time correlation coefficient ε as in [13] . We adopt one dimension search when using the mimicing difference set method (also called "rapid search" in the figures). Then the search number is L-n T +1 = 13. The random search number is also taken as this value. From the two figures, we can find when using the differential limited feedback proposed in [13] , the user throughput obviously increased comparing to the traditional Grassmannian codebook feedback. This improvement is decreased when we take DFT structured codebooks as the initial precoding codebook and the rotation matrix codebook. However, the reduction of the user throughput can be alleviated by using our modified differential feedback method. We can see that the random search and the rapid search have almost the same result, and even one dimension rapid search can compensate almost half of the performance gap between the feedback scheme in [13] and the DFT codebook based scheme. Traditional Grassmannian feedback Differential feedback proposed in [13] Differential feedback using DFT codebook Our proposed method (rapid search) Our proposed method (random search) Differential feedback proposed in [13] Differential feedback using DFT codebook Traditional Grassmannian feedback Our proposed method (random search) Our proposed method (rapid search) In addition, we also compare in Fig. 3 the Fubini-Study distance of the differential codebooks generated before and after the searching process. It is clearly observed that we obtain a better differential codebook which has larger minimum distance than the one before searching. This result corresponds to the codebook construction criterion (2), i.e., we should adopt the codebook with its minimum distance as maximum as possible. It also can be seen that the resulting codebooks obtained by random search and the rapid search have almost the same minimum distance. [20] show an obvious improvement of the quantization performance than the other two methods. However, it needs more feedback overhead.
D. Analysis of the Simulation Results
To compare with the above three feedback methods, we also use our differential feedback scheme based on the per-cell codebook. We adopt Method 1 to select the codeword. Assume there are two coordinated BSs jointly transmit single data stream to one user. Each BS has n T = 4 transmit antennas and the user has n R = 2 receive antennas. We set the size of the codebook to 16 for the above three feedback methods and 8 for our modified feedback method and use DFT structured codebook for all these methods. In addition, Method 3 needs an extra 3 bits to feedback the phase ambiguity. Thus the feedback overhead of the four methods are: 4bits for Method 1, 4 bits for Method 2, 7 bits for Method 3 and 3 bits for our modified method. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the results of the quantization error performance.
From the simulation results, we can see except for some initial differential steps, the quantization error of our modified differential feedback method is lower than Method 1 and Method 2. When the user speed is low enough (corresponding to high value of ε), the quantization performance of our scheme is even superior to Method 3. Notice that we use fewer bits for our scheme to feedback the codeword. This is easy to explain because the differential codebook centers around the previous precoder and its quantization range is much smaller than the traditional codebook (the traditional codebook covers the whole quantization range). So, high quantization precision can be obtained with fewer codewords. This advantage is even more obvious when the user speed is low, i.e., when the channel changes much slowly. Considering that when we adopt coordinated multi-cell transmission, the user speed usually is much slow to ensure good system performance, so that the differential feedback scheme is also suitable for this scenario. Though the search complexity of joint codeword selection adopted by the differential scheme is fairly high, it can somehow be traded off by smaller codebook size. In this paper, we propose a modified differential limited feedback scheme. Based on the analysis of the differential feedback scheme proposed by T. Kim et al. in [13] , we point out its advantage in the improvement of the system performance and its implementation constraint in the practical systems. Then we propose to implement this differential feedback scheme by substituting the optimal codebooks with the DFT structured codebooks and analyze the performance degradation induced by this substitution. Based on this, we propose a search based differential feedback scheme by generalizing the mimicing difference set searching method to alleviate this degradation. Simulation results show the effectiveness of our scheme. In addition, this modified differential limited feedback scheme is also applied to a per-cell codebook based multi-cell coordinated system, and the effect of the improvement of the quantization error is verified.
